Abstract. Vasiu proved that the level torsion ℓ M of an F -crystal M over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 is a non-negative integer that is an effectively computable upper bound of the isomorphism number n M of M and expected that in fact one always has n M = ℓ M . In this paper, we prove that this equality holds.
1. Introduction 1.1. Notations. Let p be a prime number and k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. For every k-algebra R, let W (R) be the ring of p-typical Witt vectors with coefficients in R. For every integer s ≥ 1, let W s (R) be the ring of truncated p-typical Witt vectors of length s with coefficients in R. Let σ R be the Frobenius of W (R) and W s (R). Let θ R be the Verschiebung of W (R) and W s (R). Recall that σ R θ R = θ R σ R = p. When there is no confusion of the base ring, we also denote σ R by σ and θ R by θ. Set B(R) = W (R) [1/p] . When R = k, B(k) is the field of fractions of W (k). An F -crystal M over k is a pair (M, ϕ) where M is a free W (k)-module of finite rank and ϕ : M → M is a σ-linear monomorphism. Unless mentioned otherwise, all F -crystals in this paper are over k. We denote by M R the pair (M ⊗ W (k) W (R), ϕ ⊗ σ R ). For every W (k)-linear automorphism g of M , we denote by M(g) the F -crystal (M, gϕ) over k.
Aim and scope.
The isomorphism number n M of an F -crystal M = (M, ϕ) is the smallest non-negative integer such that for every W (k)-linear automorphism g of M with the property that g ≡ 1 M modulo p n M , the F -crystal M(g) is isomorphic to M. This is the generalization of the isomorphism number n D of a p-divisible group D over k, which is defined to be the smallest non-negative integer such that for every p-divisible group D ′ over k with the same dimension and codimension as D, D ′ [p nD ] and D[p nD ] are isomorphic if and only if D ′ is isomorphic to D. The isomorphism numbers of p-divisible groups are known to exist as early as in [8] , as a consequence of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 of the loc. cit. Recently, the isomorphism numbers of F -crystals are known to exist by [13, Main Theorem A] .
Traverso proved that n D ≤ cd + 1 in [11, Theorem 3] , where c and d are the codimension and the dimension (respectively) of the p-divisible group D. He later conjectured that n D ≤ min{c, d} in [12, Section 40, Conjecture 4] . In search of optimal upper bounds of n D , the following theorem plays an important role: Theorem 1.1 ([7, Theorem 1.6]). If D is a non-ordinary p-divisible group over an algebraically closed field k, then its isomorphism number n D is equal to its level torsion ℓ D .
For the definition of ℓ D , see [16, Subsection 1.4] and [7, Definition 8.3] . We point out that the two definitions are slightly different. In the case when D is a direct homomorphism π s,1 : End s (M) → End 1 (M) has zero dimension if and only if s − 1 ≥ m.
In
Step (2) , the main result (see Theorem 3.15) is to show that n M is the place where the non-decreasing sequence (dim(Aut s (M))) s≥1 stabilizes, which generalizes a similar result for p-divisible groups in [4] . In order to show this, we construct a group action for each s ≥ 1 whose orbits parametrize isomorphism classes of F -truncations modulo p s ; see Subsection 3.2. It turns out that the dimension of the stabilizer of the identity element of this action is equal to the dimension of Aut s (M) (Lemma 3.11) . This allows us to use the machinery of group actions to work with the sequence (dim(Aut s (M))) s≥1 in a way similar to [4] and [14] .
We note that the proof of our Main Theorem does not rely on the known fact that n M ≤ ℓ M proved in [16] .
Notes. After this manuscript was finished, we learned that Sian Nie had a proof of the fact ℓ M ≤ n M where M is defined over the ring k [[ǫ] ] of formal power series instead of over W (k); see [9] . He expressed the hope that the same strategy might be used to prove Theorem 1.2.
F -truncations of F -crystals
In this section, we recall F -truncations modulo p s of an F -crystal M over k and provide several equivalent descriptions of homomorphisms and isomorphisms between them.
Filtrations of F -crystals.
Let r be the rank of M. Throughout this paper, the integers e 1 ≤ · · · ≤ e r will always be the Hodge slopes of M and the integers f 1 < · · · < f t will always be all the distinct Hodge slopes of M; thus {f 1 , . . . , f t } = {e 1 , . . . , e r } as sets. Clearly f 1 = e 1 and f t = e r . For each integer s ≥ 0, let h s be the Hodge number of M, that is, h s = #{e i | e i = s, 1 ≤ i ≤ r}. Clearly, h fi ≥ 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. We say that a W (k)-basis {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r } of M is an F -basis of M if {p −e1 ϕ(v 1 ), p −e2 ϕ(v 2 ), . . . , p −er ϕ(v r )} is as well a W (k)-basis of M . Every F -basis of M is also an F -basis of M(g) for all g ∈ GL M (W (k)). For each isomorphism of F -crystals h : M 1 → M 2 and an F -basis B of M 1 , it is easy to see that h(B) is an F -basis of M 2 .
For each positive integer 1 ≤ j ≤ t, we define I j = {i | e i = f j , 1 ≤ i ≤ r}. For an F -basis B of M, let F j B (M ) be the free W (k)-submodule of M generated by all v i with i ∈ I j . We obtain two direct sum decompositions of M that depend on B (and thus on M): 
is an isomorphism of filtered F -crystals modulo p s .
Suppose f is an isomorphism of F -truncations modulo p s from F s (M) to F s (M(g)). Define a set function Γ f,s : F s (M) → F s (M(g)) as follows: the image of the isomorphism class represented by (M/p s M, F
is an isomorphism of filtered F -crystals modulo p s . It is easy to see that this function is well-defined and we shall prove that Γ f,s is a bijection of sets in Corollary 2.4.
The following lemma is a generalization of [13, Lemma 3.2.2] to F -crystals for
Lemma 2.2. For each F -crystal M and every g ∈ GL M (W (k)), the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) There exist h ∈ GL M (W (k)), F -bases B 1 and B 2 of M and M(g) respectively, such that the reduction h[s] of h modulo p s induces an isomorphism
of filtered F -crystals modulo p s . (2) There exists an element g s ∈ GL M (W (k)) with the property that it is congruent to
there is an F -basis h(B) of M(g), and the reduction of h modulo p s is an isomorphism of filtered F -crystals modulo p s :
s and B is also an ordered F -basis of M, we have a canonical identification of filtered F -crystals modulo p s :
, we get the desired isomorphism (2.1) by taking B 1 = B and B 2 = h(B).
To prove that (1) implies (2), let g s = h −1 gϕhϕ −1 . We claim that g s belongs to GL M (W (k)), which is equivalent to h(ϕ
it remains to prove that g s is congruent to 1 M modulo p
We have an isomorphism of filtered F -crystals modulo p s as follows:
Composing the isomorphism (2.1) with the last isomorphism, we have an isomorphism
For every 1 ≤ j ≤ t, and for each
every F -basis B of M, which is also an F -basis of M(g s ), we get an isomorphism of filtered F -crystals modulo p s :
Corollary 2.4. Let s be a positive integer. We recall that Γ f,s :
is the function defined by an isomorphism f of F -truncations modulo p s from F s (M) to F s (M(g)) (see the paragraph after Definition 2.1 for its definition). Then the function Γ f,s is a bijection.
Taking inverses on both hand sides, we have ϕh
After multiplying h on the left and h −1 on the right on both hand sides, we get hϕh
The next corollary justifies that the isomorphism number of F -crystals is the right generalization of the isomorphism number of p-divisible groups.
, which is isomorphic to M by the definition of isomorphism numbers, is isomorphic to M(g).
Proposition 2.3 motivates the following definition of a homomorphism modulo p s between two F -crystals. 
. . , v r } of M 1 , then the condition "for every x ∈ M 1 \ pM 1 " in the prior sentence can be strengthen to "for all x ∈ B 1 ".
, we conclude the proof by considering the difference
Corollary 2.10. Let M be an F -crystal over k and let B = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r } be an F -basis of M. For all g, h ∈ GL M (W (k)), the reduction of h modulo p s is an isomorphism between F s (M) and F s (M(g)) if and only if for all v i ∈ B we have
s+ei where e 1 ≤ e 2 ≤ · · · ≤ e r are the Hodge slopes of M.
We denote by Hom s (M 1 , M 2 ) the (additive) group of all homomorphisms modulo
Thus all automorphisms of F s (M) form an abstract group Aut s (M) under composition.
2.3. W s functor. For every affine scheme X over Spec W (k), there is a functor W s (X) from the category of affine schemes over k to the category of sets defined as follows: For every affine scheme Spec R,
If X is of finite type over W (k), it is known that this functor is representable by an affine k-scheme of finite type (see [5, p. 639 Corollary 1]), which will be denoted by W s (X). If in addition X is smooth over Spec W (k), then W s (X) is smooth. Indeed, for every k-algebra R and an ideal I of R such that I 2 = 0, the kernel of W s (R) → W s (R/I) is of square zero. As X is smooth, we get that
is surjective by [1, Ch. 2, Sec. 2, Prop. 6], whence W s (X) is smooth by the loc. cit. Suppose X is a smooth affine group scheme over Spec W (k), then W s (X) is a smooth affine group scheme over k. The reduction epimorphism W s+1 (R) → W s (R) naturally induces a smooth epimorphism of affine group schemes over k
The kernel of Red s+1,X is a unipotent commutative group isomorphic to G dim(X k ) a . Identifying W 1 (X) = X k , an inductive argument shows that dim(W s (X)) = s · dim(X k ) and W s (X) is connected if and only if X k is connected.
2.4.
Group schemes pertaining to F -truncations modulo p s . In this subsection, we construct a smooth (additive) group scheme Hom s (M 1 , M 2 ) of finite type over k such that its group of k-valued points is Hom s (M 1 , M 2 ), and a smooth (multiplicative) group scheme Aut s (M) of finite type over k such that its group of k-valued points is Aut s (M).
Fix s ≥ 1. Let M 1 and M 2 be two F -crystals over k. Let r 1 and r 2 be the ranks of M 1 and M 2 respectively. We fix W (k)-bases B 1 of M 1 and B 2 of M 2 (they are not necessarily F -bases.) Thus a W (k)-linear homomorphism h :
with respect to B 1 and B 2 . Here and in all that follows we adopt the following convention: for ≡ h modulo p s is equivalent to the system of equations
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r 2 . Let l := ord p (det(U )), and det(U )
If R is a perfect ring, two elements u = (u (0) , u (1) , . . . ) and w = (
, and σ R is an automorphism of W (R) when R is perfect. Thus over perfect rings, the system of equations (2.3) is equivalent to
nm , . . . ) and P r,q the polynomial with integral coefficients that computes the q-th coordinate of the p-typical Witt vector which is a product of r p-typical Witt vectors. Then the system of equations (2.4) is equivalent to (2.5)
, and 0 ≤ q ≤ s − 1, and the equations
For any three non-negative integers n 1 , n 2 and n 3 , let R n1,n2,n3 be the polynomial k-algebra with variables x (q) ij where 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n 2 and 0 ≤ q ≤ n 3 . Let I be the ideal of R r1,r2,s+l−1 generated by equations (2.5) and (2.6). Let Y s be the scheme theoretic closure of X s = Spec R r1,r2,s+l−1 /I under the canonical morphism Spec R r1,r2,s+l−1 → Spec R r1,r2,s−1 induced by the natural inclusion i : R r1,r2,s−1 ֒→ R r1,r2,s+l−1 . Thus Y s is affine and is isomorphic to Spec R r1,r2,s−1 /i −1 (I) =: Spec R s .
• If s ≤ l, then i −1 (I) is generated by equations (2.6) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r 1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ r 2 and 0 ≤ q ≤ s − 1.
• If s > l, then i −1 (I) is generated by equations (2.6) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r 1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ r 2 and 0 ≤ q ≤ l − 1, and also equations (2.5) for all 1
with the property that there exists a lift 
The definition of H s would not be very useful if it would depend on the choices of B 1 and B 2 . We now show that H s does not depend on the choices of B 1 and B 2 . Let B 
be the matrix representations of ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 with respect to B ′ 1 and B ′ 2 respectively. We get that ij . We now construct an isomorphism ι :
More precisely, as the (i, j)-
It is easy to see that ι is an isomorphism as its inverse η can be constructed by the equality Y = SXT −1 in a similar way. Now we show that ι induces a well-defined homomorphism ι :
Thus the induced ι is well-defined. By the same token, we can show that the inverse η also induces a well-defined homomorphism at the level of quotient k-algebras. As ι and η are inverses of each other, we know that
To see that they are also isomorphic as k-group schemes under addition, it is enough to see that the definition ι and η respect addition because if
Thus the definition of H s does not depend on the choice of basis.
If
In this case, we denote Hom s (M 1 , M 2 ) by End s (M) or for simplicity E s if no confusions can occur. Now we assume that M 1 = M 2 = M (thus r 1 = r 2 = r) and construct a group scheme Aut s (M) whose k-valued points is Aut s (M). Here we make use of a simple fact of Witt vectors: for any k-algebra R, an element x ∈ W (R) is invertible if and only if x (0) is a unit in R. Put
with the property that there exists a lift
It coincides with the notation that h[s] is h modulo p s when R is perfect. Hence Spec T s (R) has a functorial group structure under composition and thus Spec T s is a group scheme. Let
From the construction of (T s ) red , it is clear that A s is a smooth group scheme of finite type over k and, as a scheme, it is an open subscheme of E s . We now study an important invariant γ M (s) := dim(Aut s (M)) associated to M. As E s is smooth, all connected components of E s have the same dimension. Therefore γ M (s) = dim(E s ).
is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative integers. Therefore, we have a chain of inequalities
Proof. For each pair of integers t ≥ s, there is a canonical reduction homomorphism π t,s : E t → E s . For every perfect k-algebra R, and every
at the level of R-valued points. For every perfect k-algebra R and every
belongs to the kernel of π t,t−s . Hence we have an exact sequence on the level of R-valued points
Recall an F -crystal M is ordinary if its Hodge polygon and Newton polygon coincide. It is well known that the ordinary F -crystals over k are precisely those F -crystals over k which are direct sums of F -crystals of rank 1.
The ideal I that defines the representing k-algebra of E s (M) is generated by equations of the following two types:
ij for all r and i, j ∈ I l for all 1 ≤ l ≤ t; (2) x (r) ij for all r and i, j that don't belong to the same I l . It is clear now that representing k-algebra is finite dimensional over k. Thus E s is of dimension zero, so is A s .
Isomorphism classes of F -truncations
In this section, we follow the ideas of [4] and [14] to define a group action for each s ≥ 1 whose orbits parametrize the isomorphism classes of F s (M(g)) for all g ∈ GL M (W (k)). We show that the stabilizer of the identity element of this action has the same dimension as Aut s (M), which allows us to study the non-decreasing sequence (γ M (i)) i≥1 via the orbits and the stabilizers of the action. The main result of this section is Theorem 3.15, which is a partial generalization of [4, Theorem 1] . It will play an important role in the proof of the Main Theorem in Section 5.
3.1. Group schemes. In this subsection, we will introduce some affine group schemes that are necessary to define the group actions in order to study isomorphism classes of F -truncations.
Let M = (M, ϕ) be an F -crystal over k. Recall GL M is the group scheme over Spec W (k) with the property that for every
the composition of the inclusion and the first projection GL
. With respect to B, the representing k-algebras of the following affine group schemes are clear:
];
], where δ ij = f l −f m if i ∈ I l and j ∈ I m ; see Subsection 2.1 for the definition of I l and I m . Note that det(p δij x ij ) = det(x ij ) as for each permutation π of {1, 2, . . . , r}, we have
], where ǫ ij = min(0, δ ij ).
For any affine scheme H, let R H be the ring such that H = Spec R H . Let K be the kernel of the composition
It is easy to see that the natural homomorphism
is an isomorphism of W (k)-algebras.
Proposition 3.1. The scheme G is a connected smooth, affine group scheme over Spec W (k) of relative dimension r 2 .
Proof. As G is a principal open subscheme of the affine space Spec
, it is affine, smooth, integral and of relative dimension r 2 . From this the lemma follows.
Fix an F -basis B of M. If l = m, let G l,m be the maximal subgroup scheme of GL M that fixes both
With respect to the F -basis B, the (multiplicative) group scheme G l,m is isomorphic
and
With respect to the F -basis B,
Let P m : G → GL M be the natural product morphism, and let P G be the composition
For any morphism Q : H 1 → H 2 of affine schemes, let Q ′ : R H2 → R H1 be the natural homomorphism induced by Q.
There is a unique morphism P :
It is easy to check (at the level of R-valued
and it indeed defines a W (k)-algebra homomorphism
Lemma 3.3. For every k-algebra R, the morphism P induces a bijection on W s (R)-valued points for all positive integer s.
Proof. We first show that P induces a bijection on W (R)-valued points.
We start by showing that the image of P G (W (R)) is the same as the image
As t × t block matrices, these are matrices of the type
where N lm is an arbitrary h f l × h fm matrix for 1 ≤ l, m ≤ t with entries in W (R), and det(N ) ∈ W (R) * . We claim that N ii are invertible for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. After reduction modulo θ(W (R)), the matrix N is a lower triangular block matrix. The determinant of N modulo θ(W (R)) is
, which is a unit in R, this implies that det(N ii ) modulo θ(W (R)) is a unit in R and hence det(N ii ) is a unit in W (R).
Let X be an arbitrary t × t block matrix in G 0 (W (R)) so that the diagonal blocks are denoted by X ii . If l > m, let Y lm be an arbitrary t × t block matrix in G l,m (W (R)) with Y lm at (l, m) block entry and 0 at everywhere else. If l < m, let Z lm be an arbitrary t × t block matrix in G l,m (W (R)) with p fm−f l Z lm at (l, m) block entry and 0 at everywhere else. We need to show that the set
Z lm | X, Y lm , Z lm satisfy the conditions stated above} is equal to the set S of all t × t matrices N as described above. Here the order of the product 1≤m<l≤t Y lm is the same as the order in the definition of G + . The order of the product 1≤l<m≤t Z lm is the same as the order in the definition of G − .
We use induction on t. The base case when t = 1 is trivial. Suppose it is true for t − 1. Then
Here the matrix Y = ( Y t1 , Y t2 , . . . , Y t,t−1 ) has size h ft × (r − h ft ) and the matrix
T has size (r − h ft ) × h ft . As X is invertible, the right multiplication of X induces a bijection from the set of all h ft × (r − h ft ) matrices to itself. Thus Y X can be any h ft × (r − h ft ) matrix with X fixed and Y varied. Multiplying X and Z, we get 
To show that X Z can be any matrix of the type
T with X fixed and Z varied, it is enough to show that the matrix 
is invertible. But this is so because X ii are invertible. When X, Y and Z are fixed, X tt + Y X Z can be an arbitrary invertible h t × h t matrix with X tt varied because Y X Z modulo p is zero. Thus we have shown that P G (W (R)) and P G (W (R)) are the same in GL M (W (R)).
To show that P (W (R)) is a bijection, it is enough to show that P G (W (R)) is an injection. If this is true, as P G (W (R)) is an injection and the image of P G (W (R)) and P G (W (R)) are the same, then P (W (R)) is a bijection. Suppose
and we want to show that Y lm = Y ′ lm for all 1 ≤ m < l ≤ t, X = X ′ and Z lm = Z ′ lm for all 1 ≤ l < m ≤ t. By the definition of Y lm and Z lm it suffices to show that
−1 = I + Z where Z is strictly upper triangular. The equality (3.2) is equivalent to Y X = XZ. It is easy to see that Y = Z = 0 as X is a diagonal block matrix with invertible blocks X ii . This completes the proof that P (W (R)) is a bijection.
To show that
. The images of P (W (R))(f 1 ) and P (W (R))(f 2 ) under the reduction epimorphism G(W (R)) → G(W s (R)) are the same. Hence P (W (R))(f 1 ) and P (W (R))(f 2 ) are congruent modulo θ s . As P (W (R)) is a bijection, f 1 and f 2 are also congruent modulo θ s as well. Hencef 1 =f 2 .
To show that P (W s (R)) is surjective, letf ∈ G(W s (R)), a lift f ∈ G(W (R)) of f has a preimage g ∈ G(W (R)) such that P (W (R))(g) = f because P (W (R)) is surjective. Thus the image of g in G(W s (R)) is a preimage off . This shows that P (W s (R)) is bijective and thus completes the proof the lemma.
Proof. If s = 1, then P W1(k) = P k . It is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.3. Suppose that s > 1. As R G and R G are W s (k)-flat algebras, we get that
We have the following commutative diagram:
An easy induction on s using the five lemma concludes the proof of the lemma.
Let B be an F -basis of M. The Spec W (k)-scheme GL M is represented by the
We construct the cocharacter µ : G m → GL M (that depends on B) defined by the k-algebra homomorphism
with the property that µ ′ (x ij ) = 0 if i = j and µ ′ (x ii ) = (1/x) ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ r where e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e r are the Hodge slopes of (M, ϕ).
by the formulaσ M (h) = i,j σ R (a ij )e ij and similarly, definē 
M , which is a formula that does not depend on the choice of B 0 or B * 0 but does depend on B since σ M does.
(B(R))(p)).
A priori, the definition of ϕ(h) depends on the choice of the F -basis B of M asσ M and µ do. As h = i,j a ij e ij , a ij ∈ W (R), we get
Thus ϕ(h) is a B(R)-linear endomorphism of M ⊗ W (k) B(R) defined by the following rule: let h = i h i ⊗ c i under the natural identification (basis free)
(R). Thus the definition ϕ(h) does not depend on the choice of B. Note that ϕ(h) might not be an element in End
Lemma 3.5. For simplicity, set µ(B(R))(p) = µ(p) and µ(B(R))(1/p) = µ(1/p). For every g ∈ G l,m (W (R)), the following three formulae hold.
(1) If m < l, then µ(p)g
Proof. We first prove (1) when m < l. By definition, g ∈ G l,m (W (R)) if and only if g = 1 M⊗W (R) + e where e ∈ Hom(
Thus it suffices to show that
we get the desired equality. The cases when m = l and m > l are similar and are left to the reader. Corollary 3.6. For every g ∈ G l,m (W (R)), the following three formulae hold.
It is clear that the definition does not depend on the choices of lifts of h[s] and g[s]
and does not depend on choice of basis. To see that (hgϕ(h
, and
1≤l<m≤tσ
which is in D s (R). The above formula proves that T s is a morphism. For later use, we record the following formula when R = k and s = 1.
Orbits and Stabilizers of
The image of the morphism 
s . To conclude the proof, it is enough to show that h ∈ G s (k), but this is clear from the facts that h(M ) = M and h(ϕ
Corollary 3.8. The set of orbits of the action T s is in natural bijection to the set of isomorphism classes of F -truncations modulo p s of M(g) for all g ∈ GL M (W (k)).
Let S s be the fibre product defined by the following commutative diagram:
It is the stabilizer of 1 M [s] and is a subgroup scheme of G s . We denote by C s the reduced scheme (S s ) red , and C 0 s the identity component of C s . Clearly,
Example 3.9. In this example, we follow the ideas of [14, Section 2.3] to discuss T 1 (k). As a result, we will see that C 0 1 is a unipotent group scheme over k. Let (M, ϕ) be an F -crystal over k such that e 1 = 0. By [15, Section 1.8] or [17, Theorem 1.1], there exist an element g ∈ GL M (W (k)) with the property that g ≡ 1 M modulo p, an F -basis B = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r } of M, and a permutation π on the set I = {1, 2, . . . , r} that defines a σ-linear monomorphism ϕ π : M → M with the property that ϕ π (v i ) = p ei v π(i) for all i ∈ I, such that M is isomorphic to (M, gϕ π ). Let µ be the cocharacter defined with respect to B and letσ M be the σ-linear endomorphism of End W (R) (M ⊗ W (k) W (R)) defined with respect to µ. Set 
by (3.3) . This is equivalent to
Then (3.5) can be rewritten as (3.6)
This is equivalent to three types of equalities:
We decompose the permutation π × π on I × I into a product of disjoint cycles u (π × π) u . To ease language, we say that a pair (i, j) ∈ I × I is in (π × π) u if (π × π) u (i, j) = (i, j). To study the system of equations defined by (3.7) to (3.9) we consider the following three cases:
(1) Consider (π × π) u such that all (i, j) in (π × π) u are in I 0 . By (3.7),
. Thus there are finitely many solutions for x i,j . (2) Consider (π × π) u such that all (i, j) in (π × π) u are in I 0 ∪ I + and at least one (i, j) is in I + . By (3.8),
for all 1 ≤ m < ν π (i, j) has finitely many solutions.
• We construct a homomorphism Λ s : C s → A s as follows. For every k-algebra
Let C = (c ij ) be the matrix representation of ϕ with respect to B 0 and C −1 = (c ′ ij ) be its inverse. Using the matrix notation, (3.10) can be restated as 
This implies that a lift
is an isomorphism. Therefore, Λ s is a finite epimorphism and thus dim(C s ) = γ M (s).
Proof. The group C s (k) consists of all h ∈ G s (k) such that h ≡ ϕhϕ −1 modulo p s , which are exactly all automorphisms of F s (M). As A s (k) is also the group of automorphisms of F s (M) and Λ s (k) is the identity map, we know that they are isomorphic.
, which by definition is γ M (s). Let T s+1 be the reduced group of the group subscheme Red 
. By Lemma 3.11 and (3.13), we know that
By (3.4) and the fact that Red s+1,G is an epimorphism whose kernel has dimension r 2 , we know that (M(g 2 )) , then we identify M(g 1 ) and M(g 2 ) in I s . By Proposition 3.7, we know that there is a bijection between the set of orbits of T s and I s . Proposition 3.12. There is a bijection between O s+1,s and the subset of I s+1 that contains all M(g) (up to F -truncation modulo p s+1 isomorphism) such that F s (M(g)) is isomorphic to F s (M). Therefore, O s+1,s has only one orbit if s ≥ n M .
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from the following fact: for every g ∈ GL M (W (k), an orbit of T s+1 that contains the F -truncation modulo p s+1 of the F -crystal M(g) is in Red
By Corollary 2.5, M(g) is isomorphic to M. Thus O s+1,s contains only one element by the first part of the proposition.
Monotonicity of γ M (i).
Lemma 3.13. The following two statements are equivalent:
Proof. As Red s+1,D : O s+1 → O s is faithfully flat, the fibers of this morphism are equidimensional. Hence we have
Consider the action T
. By [10, Proposition 2.4.14], we know that all the orbits of T 0 s+1 are closed. As the orbits of the action T s+1 :
is a finite union of the orbits of the action T 0 s+1 , we know that the orbits of the action T s+1 is also closed. The orbit of 1
Because it is an open, closed and dense orbit of T s+1 , we know that Proof. The first part of the Lemma 3.13 is equivalent to γ M (s + 1) = γ M (s) and the second part of the Lemma 3.13 is equivalent to O s+1,s has only one element.
Theorem 3.15. For every F -crystal M, we have
Proof. We first show that for every 1
Hence we conclude that n M − 1 is the isomorphism number of M, which is a contradiction.
has only one element. By Corollary 3.14, γ M (s + 1) = γ M (s) for all s ≥ n M .
We have a converse of Proposition 2.12. 
X. XIAO
As (M, ϕ) is isomorphic to (M, gϕ π ) for some g ≡ 1 modulo p and the isomorphism number of an ordinary F -crystal is less than or equal to 1 (for example, see [18, Section 2.3] ), in order to show that M is ordinary, it is enough to show that (M, ϕ π ) is ordinary. Write π as a product of disjoint cycle π u , it is clear that (M, ϕ π ) = u (M, ϕ πu ). To show that M is ordinary we can assume that π is a cycle and show that (M, ϕ π ) is isoclinic ordinary. Let r be the rank of M .
As π is an r-cycle, we know that (π × π) = r u=1 (π × π) u and each (π × π) u is an r-cycle (as a permutation of I × I). Recall a pair (i, j) ∈ I × I is said to be in (π × π) u if and only if (π × π) u (i, j) = (i, j). It is easy to see that if there is a pair (i, j) ∈ I + in (π × π) u , then there is also a pair (i, j) ∈ I − in (π × π) u , and vice versa. Since I π − is an empty set, we know that there is no (π × π) u such that (π × π) u sends an element in I − to an element in I + by an argument used in Example 3.9. This means that if there is an element in I − (or I + respectively) that is also in (π × π) u , then there are elements also elements in I 0 and in I + (or I − respectively) that are in (π × π) u .
The fact that I π − is empty means that for all (i, j) ∈ I − , if ν π (i, j) is the smallest positive integer such that (π νπ (i,j) (i), π νπ (i,j) (j)) ∈ I + ∪ I − , then it is in I − . Start with an element (i, j) ∈ I − , and apply this fact recursively. We can see that for every integer n, (π n (i), π n (j)) / ∈ I + . This is a contradiction as we know that there must be some element in I + that is in (π × π) u . Therefore we conclude that every element in (π × π) u is in I 0 . This means that all the Hodge slopes of (M, ϕ π ) are equal and hence (M, ϕ π ) is isoclinic ordinary. 
Invariants
In this section, we introduce several invariants of F -crystals over k. They are the generalizations of the p-divisible groups case introduced in [7] . It will turn out that these invariants are all equal to the isomorphism number. They provide a good source of computing the isomorphism number from different points of view. All the proofs of this section follow closely the ones of [7] . 4.1. Notations. Recall that for every F -crystal M = (M, ϕ) and every field ex-
We denote by
Note that the pair (M * , ϕ) is not an F -crystal in general, it is just a latticed F -isocrystal (meaning that ϕ is an isomorphism after tensored with B(k) but ϕ(M * ) ⊂ M * in general). We denote by H ∞ = Hom(M 1 , M 2 ) the (additive) group of all homomorphisms of F -crystals from M 1 to M 2 . It is a finitely generated Z p -module. For every integer s ≥ 1, let
s Z p -module but not necessarily finitely generated in general. We denote by π ∞,s : H ∞ → H s and π t,s : H t → H s , t ≥ s the natural projections. We have two exact sequences:
Let r 1 and r 2 be the ranks of M 1 and M 2 respectively.
4.2.
The endomorphism number. In this subsection, we generalize the endomorphism number defined in [7, Section 2] for p-divisible groups. The following proposition is a generalization of [7, Lemma 2.1]. For the sake of generality, we will work with the homomorphism version.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a non-negative integer e M1,M2 which depends only on M 1 and M 2 with the following property: For every positive integer n and every non-negative integer e, we have Im(π ∞,n ) = Im(π n+e,n ) if and only if e ≥ e M1,M2 .
Proof. We first prove that e M1,M2 exists for each n and then prove that it does not depend on n. Note that π ∞,n = π n+1,n • π ∞,n+1 and π n+e,n = π n+1,n • π n+e,n+1 . If Im(π ∞,n+1 ) = Im(π n+e,n+1 ) for all e − 1 ≥ e M1,M2 (n + 1), then Im(π ∞,n ) = Im(π n+e,n ). Thus e M1,M2 (n) ≤ e M1,M2 (n + 1) + 1. Hence to show that e M1,M2 (n) exists for all positive integer n, it is enough to show that e M1,M2 (n) exists for sufficient large n.
The existence of e M1,M2 for each n relies on the following commutative diagram:
where π ′ ∞,n and π ′ n+e,n are the natural projections. By [13, Theorem 5.1.1(a)], we know that for any sufficient large n (in fact n ≥ n 12 ), there exists a positive integer e M1,M2 (n) such that for all e ≥ e M1,M2 (n), Im(π ′ ∞,n ) = Im(π ′ n+e,n ). Therefore the images of Im(π ∞,n ) and Im(π n+e,n ) in H ′ n are the same. Thus Im(π n+e,n ) = Im(π ∞,n ) for all e ≥ e M1,M2 (n). This proves that e M1,M2 (n) exists for each n. Now we show that e M1,M2 (n) does not depend on n. The proof relies on the following commutative diagram:
with horizontal exact sequences and with all vertical maps injective. By the snake lemma, we have an exact sequence
If we take e ≥ e M1,M2 (n + 1), then Coker(i 2 ) = 0. Thus Coker(i 1 ) = 0 and e M1,M2 (n + 1) ≥ e M1,M2 (n). If we take e ≥ max(e M1,M2 (n), e M1,M2 (1)), then Coker(i 2 ) = 0. Thus e M1,M2 (n + 1) ≤ max(e M1,M2 (n), e M1,M2 (1) ). An easy induction on n ≥ 1 using the sequence of inequalities e M1,M2 (n) ≤ e M1,M2 (n + 1) ≤ max(e M1,M2 (n), e M1,M2 (1))
gives that e M1,M2 (n) = e M1,M2 (1) for all n. The following lemma is a generalization of [7, Lemma 2.8(c)] and is proved in a similar way.
′ be an extension of algebraically closed fields. We have
Proof. When m ≥ n, let π m,n : H m → H n be the canonical reduction homomorphism and let H m,n be the scheme theoretic image of π m,n , which is of finite type over k, and whose definition is compatible with base change k ⊂ k ′ . If l ≥ m, then H l,n is a subgroup scheme of H m,n . By the definition of e M1,M2 , we have m − n ≥ e M1,M2 if and only if H m,n (k) = H l,n (k). As k and k ′ are algebraically closed, we have H m,n (k) = H l,n (k) if and only if H m,n (k
4.3.
Coarse endomorphism number. In this subsection, we generalize the coarse endomorphism number defined in [7, Section 7] for p-divisible groups. The following proposition is a generalization of [7, Lemma 7.1] . Again for the sake of generality, we will work with the homomorphism version.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a non-negative integer f M1,M2 that depends on M 1 and M 2 such that for positive integers m ≥ n, the restriction homomorphism π m,n : H m → H n has finite image if and only if m ≥ n + f M1,M2 .
Proof. As H ∞ is a finitely generated Z p -module, Im(π ∞,n ) inside the p n -torsion Z p -module H n is finite. By Proposition 4.1, there exists f M1,M2 (n) such that for all m ≥ n + f M1,M2 (n), Im(π m,n ) = Im(π ∞,n ) is finite.
To show that f M1,M2 (n) is independent of n, we consider the exact sequence
It implies that
An easy induction on n ≥ 1 shows that f M1,M2 (n) = f M1,M2 (1) for all n ≥ 1. Proof. It is clear as Im(π ∞,n ) is finite.
Lemma 4.7. Let k ⊂ k ′ be an extension of algebraically closed fields. We have
Proof. For positive integers m ≥ n, we have m−n < f M1,M2 if and only if the image of π m,n is infinite by definition. It is further equivalent to the image of H m → H n having positive dimension. This property is invariant under base change from k to k ′ and hence the lemma follows. 
1 . By Dieudonné-Manin's classification of F -isocrystals, we have finite direct sum decompositions
where the simple F -isocrystals E λ1 and E λ2 have Newton slopes equal to λ 1 and λ 2 respectively, the multiplicities m λ1 , m λ2 ∈ Z >0 and the finite index sets J 1 , J 2 ⊂ Q >0 are uniquely determined. From these decompositions, we obtain a direct sum decomposition
, where
Let A 0 12 = {x ∈ H 12 | ϕ 12 (x) = x} be the Z p -algebra that contains the elements fixed by ϕ 12 . For † ∈ {+, 0, −}, each O † 12 is a lattice of L † 12 . We have the following relations:
Definition 4.8. The level torsion of M 1 and M 2 is the smallest non-negative integer ℓ M1,M2 such that
will be denoted by ℓ M . There is a direct sum decomposition
It is easy to see that
are isomorphic as B(k)-vector spaces. One can define O 21 in the same way:
and thus
Proof. The direct sum decomposition into W (k)-modules of
gives birth to the direct sum decomposition of the level module of
Lemma 4.12. Let k ⊂ k ′ be an extension of algebraically closed fields. We have 
The lemma follows easily.
Proof of the Main Theorem
The proofs of this section follow closely the ones of [7, Section 8]. 
, that is,
Thus h ′ := h − h ′′ ∈ H ∞ is a homomorphism whose image in H 1 is exactlyh.
Lemma 5.1. For each x ∈ O, the equation x = ϕ 12 (X) − X in X has a solution in O that is unique up to the addition of elements in A 0 . Moreover, if x ∈ p s O, then there exists a solution X ∈ p s O.
Let
It is easy to check that 
Let m be the ideal of R generated by α. Let H ′ and O ′ be the analogues of H and O obtained from (M
Lemma 5.2. For each η ∈ W (m), the equation ηx = ϕ 12 (X) − X has a solution x η ∈ O, that is unique up to the addition of an element of A 0 .
Proof. Put
The elements x ± η are well-defined as {ϕ i 12 (x + )} i∈Z ≥0 and {ϕ
One can check that
Suppose ηx = ϕ 12 (x η ) − x η and ηx = ϕ 12 (x
We define a homomorphism of abelian groups Ω x : W (m) → H/A 0 by the formula
Clearly, every homomorphism of F -crystals is a homomorphism modulo powers of p.
, we will show that x ∈ pO ′ , which is a contradiction! Letπ ℓM 1 ,M 2 ,1 :
is finite by the assumption that f M1,M2 < ℓ M1,M2 . Since m is infinite (and thus W (m) is infinite), the kernel
Lemma 5.
3. An elementz ∈ O/pO lies in N/pO if and only if for every k
We have ρ∈S Ker(ρ ⊗ 1 k ) = N/pO. This concludes the proof.
By Lemma 5.3, for every
Because the Newton slopes of (O + , ϕ 12 ) and (O − , ϕ 
Thus (5.1) is reduced to (5.3)
= 0, we deduce that Φ(β) = 0 by [7, Lemma 8.9] . Combining (5.2), we get In [18, Theorem 1.4], we proved that if M is a non-isoclinic F -crystal of rank 2, and is not a direct sum of two F -crystals of rank 1, then n M ≤ 2λ 1 where λ 1 is the smallest Newton slope of M. Now we show that the inequality is in fact an equality. For the sake of completeness, we state the theorem of isomorphism number of rank 2 in all cases.
Theorem 6.1. Let M be an F -crystal of rank 2 with Hodge slopes 0 and e > 0. Let λ 1 be the smallest Newton slope of M. Then we have the following three disjoint cases:
(i) if M is a direct sum of two F -crystals of rank 1, then n M = 1; (ii) if M is not a direct sum of two F -crystals of rank 1 and is isoclinic, then n M = e; (iii) if M is not a direct sum of two F -crystals of rank 1 and is non-isoclinic, then n M = 2λ 1 .
Proof. Parts 
Similarly the set B 2 ⊗B * We compute the change of basis matrix from B 1 ⊗ B * 1 to B 2 ⊗ B * 2 as follows:
It is easy to see that p λ1 y i ⊗ y * j ∈ End(M ) \ pEnd(M ) for i, j ∈ {1, 2}. We get that To find an upper bound of ℓ M , we compute the inverse of A:
Thus the smallest number ℓ such that all entries of p ℓ A −1 ∈ W (k) is 2λ 1 . Hence ℓ M = 2λ 1 . By Theorem 1.2, we have n M = 2λ 1 .
